
 

  
 

Olé España: Spanish Feria at Europa-Park

Viva España: The Spanish Feria in Germany's biggest theme park
offers paella, tapas, flamenco, sangria? and a great holiday feeling!
On August 26th and 27th, all visitors of Europa-Park can experience
southern ambience and the typical Spanish way of life.

Viva España: The Spanish Feria in Germany's biggest theme park
offers paella, tapas, flamenco, sangria? and a great holiday feeling!
On August 26th and 27th, all visitors of Europa-Park can experience
southern ambience and the typical Spanish way of life.

In the Spanish themed area, the visitors can join in the colourful hustle and
bustle of a typical Spanish festival, while the street musicians "Los
Taytas? and "Los Paraguayos? guarantee great entertainment.

Already during the day, the younger visitors of Europa-Park can watch a
fun show programme. In addition, several cultural shows are presented.
For example, Spanish luthiers and potters will present their handicraft.
Cavaliers on Andalusian thoroughbred horses and Spanish flamenco
dancers guarantee a special southern flair and bring a piece of Andalusia
to the Upper Rhine Area.

Paella, tapas, Spanish wines and cool sangria - these are just some of the
Spanish specialities that can be savoured on the Spanish Feria. A varied
entertainment programme is offered not only by Spanish musicians but
also by the international artists of Europa-Park. 

Also in the evening, a special entertainment programme is offered to the
visitors: from 7.00 pm on the popular band "Ramiro y Compadres?
inspires young and old to dance Cha-Cha-Cha, Bolero, Salsa and Rumba.
In the Spanish Arena, the visitors can watch an evening performance of
the Gladiator Show, which thrills the audience with impressive stunts and
special effects.

Tickets for the Spanish Feria on August 26th and 27th are available for 10,-
? during advance sale and for 12,- ? at the box office. Ticket hotline: +49
(0) 1805 / 7 88 99 7 (0,12 ?/min. for calls within Germany). Admission is at



 

  
 

the main entrance from 7.00 pm on. Visitors of Europa-Park can visit the
evening event for 3,- ?, guests of the hotel resort and annual ticket holders
have free admission. 
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